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Abstract: The influence of initial groove angle on strain rate inside and outside groove of Ti6Al4V alloy was 
investigated. Based on the evolution of strain rate inside and outside groove, the effect of strain rate difference on the 
evolution of normal stress and effective stress inside and outside groove was also analyzed. The results show that when 
linear loading path changes from uniaxial tension to equi-biaxial tension, the initial groove angle plays a weaker role in 
the evolution of strain rate in the M−K model. Due to the constraint of force equilibrium between inside and outside 
groove, the strain rate difference makes the normal stress inside groove firstly decrease and then increase during 
calculation, which makes the prediction algorithm of forming limit convergent at elevated temperature. The decrease of 
normal stress inside groove is mainly caused by high temperature softening effect and the rotation of groove, while the 
increase of normal stress inside groove is mainly due to strain rate hardening effect. 
Key words: Ti6Al4V alloy; strain rate difference; forming limit; M−K model; stress evolution 
                                                                                                             

 

 

1 Introduction 
 

The forming limit curve (FLC) is widely 
adopted to characterize the formability of sheet 
metals during plastic forming processes [1,2]. 
However, the determination of FLC using 
experimental method is hard to achieve, due to the 
extreme high requirement on multiple tests and 
complicated loading paths. Therefore, it is more 
attractive to obtain FLC through theoretical 
prediction. M−K model, a mathematical model 
proposed by MARCINIAK and KUCZYŃSKI [3] 
in 1967, has been widely used for the FLC 
prediction because of its practicability and 
simplicity [4]. M−K model assumes a groove to 
characterize original imperfection of sheet metal, 
which leads to the difference of strain between 

inside and outside groove, as shown in Fig. 1 [3]. 
Necking occurs when the ratio of strain increment 
between inside and outside groove is larger than a 
certain value. Generally, the area outside groove is 
marked as Area a and the area inside groove is 
marked as Area b. 

With increasing requirement for lightweight in 
automotive and aerospace industries, many high- 
performance materials become more and more 
popular, such as magnesium alloy, titanium alloy 
and ultrahigh strength aluminum alloy. However, 
their formability at room temperature is poor, which 
largely limits their applications. Research shows 
that increasing forming temperature is an effective 
way to improve their formability [5,6]. Therefore, 
the study on their formability and the FLC 
prediction at elevated temperatures attract much 
attention. 
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Fig. 1 Diagram of original M−K model [3] 

 
The effects of yield criterion and constitutive 

model on the theoretical FLC prediction have been 
widely studied by many researchers. WU et al [7] 
investigated the effect of yield criterion on 
theoretical FLC prediction of Ti22Al24.5Nb0.5Mo 
sheet at 1243 K. It was shown that Logan–Hosford 
yield function was more appropriate than von Mises 
or Hill48 yield function. By introducing Backofen 
constitutive model into M−K theory, CAO et al [8] 
studied the effects of different yield criteria on the 
theoretical FLC prediction of AZ31 at 473 and  
523 K and concluded that Hill48 yield criterion was 
more appropriate than von Mises yield criterion for 
warm forming. According to continuum damage 
mechanics, ZHOU et al [9] formulated some 
damage-coupled constitutive models to predict the 
FLC of 22MnB5 at elevated temperatures. The 
result showed that the predicted FLC agreed well 
with corresponding experimental results. Based on 
Backofen constitutive model, Hosford yield 
criterion and M−K theory, the effect of stress 
exponent of yield criterion on the FLC prediction of 
Al5083-O was investigated by HOU et al [10]. It 
was found that the established prediction model was 
appropriate and better prediction results could be 
obtained when stress exponent M was 6. 
KOTKUNDE et al [11] investigated the effect of 
yield model on FLC of Ti6Al4V in warm condition. 
The results showed that Hill yield model and Barlat 
yield model were the most suitable models for FLC 
prediction in the right side and left side regions, 
respectively. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude 
from current literatures that for the accurate FLC 
prediction, it is important to choose appropriate 
yield criterion and constitutive model for different 
materials. 

Based on established FLC prediction model, 
the effect of process parameters on forming limit 
has been studied. By introducing von Mises yield 

criterion into M−K model, the influences of strain 
rate and temperature on FLC of Ti6Al4V alloy were 
investigated [12]. It was found that increasing 
temperature and decreasing strain rate could 
enhance FLC level, which has also been observed 
by MIRFALAH-NASIRI et al [13], SHAO et al [14] 
and LI et al [15]. By combining M−K model with a 
crystal plasticity model, NEIL and AGNEW [16] 
investigated the effect of temperature on FLC of 
AZ31B. It was found that the anisotropy of strain 
and strength decreased with the increase of 
temperature. By incorporating Logan−Hosford yield 
function into M−K model, CHAN and LU [17] 
studied the effect of material sensitivity on FLC of 
AZ31B at elevated temperature with verified 
prediction model. It was shown that the effect of 
strain rate became more obvious with the increase 
of temperature, which was the same as the study of 
ZHENG and CHEN [18]. GAO et al [19] studied 
the theoretical FLC prediction of AA2060 with 
different loading paths during hot stamping process, 
and showed that the maximum thinning region did 
not necessarily cause the occurrence of necking and 
the ratio of incremental work per unit volume could 
determine the FLC of AA2060. LIU et al [20] 
investigated the effects of thickness imperfection 
coefficient and temperature on FLC of ZK60 
magnesium alloy sheet. It was shown that the 
increase of temperature and thickness imperfection 
coefficient had a positive effect on the improvement 
of forming limit. MA et al [21] took temperature 
history into account during the FLC prediction. The 
result demonstrated that temperature history could 
improve forming limit. In summary, higher FLC of 
materials with poor formability can be obtained by 
adopting high forming temperature. Moreover, the 
FLC prediction is more sensitive to strain rate    
at elevated temperatures than that at room 
temperature. 

Overall, regarding to material models, the 
predicted FLC is mainly affected by yield criterion 
and constitutive model. While in respect of process 
parameters, the predicted FLC at elevated 
temperature is mainly affected by the interaction of 
strain rate and temperature. It is worth noting that 
the existing researches focused on the deformation 
rate of sheet metal. However, in M−K model, the 
strain rate inside groove is larger than that outside 
groove. Moreover, strain rate difference will 
become more apparent during deformation. As 
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titanium alloy generally has high strain rate 
sensitivity at elevated temperatures, it is necessary 
to investigate the effect of evolution of strain rate 
and corresponding stress on the FLC prediction at 
elevated temperatures. 

In this work, the Grosman equation was fitted 
to characterize the flow behavior of Ti6Al4V by 
referring to the data in Ref. [12]. Based on the fitted 
Grosman equation, the prediction model of FLC 
was established by incorporating the von Mises 
yield criterion into modified M−K model. Based on 
the developed prediction model, the effect of initial 
groove angle on strain rate inside and outside 
groove was investigated. Based on the evolution of 
strain rate, the corresponding normal stress and 
effective stress were also analyzed. Moreover, the 
established prediction model was verified by 
corresponding experimental FLCs of Ti6Al4V at 
923 and 973 K with strain rate of 0.01 s−1 and   
973 K with strain rate of 0.05 s−1, which is widely 
used in the aerospace field [22,23]. 
 
2 Derivation of modified M−K model 
 

The original M−K model assumes that the 
groove is perpendicular to the major principal stress 
direction, as shown in Fig. 1. However, the 
direction of original imperfection of sheet metal is 
random, as a result, a modified M−K model is 
proposed, which assumes that there is an initial 
groove angle 0 between the groove direction and 
the major principal stress direction, as shown in  
Fig. 2 [24]. Under each loading condition, the 
minimum value of the calculated forming limits is 
regarded as the forming limit when 0 varies from 
0° to 90° [7]. Moreover, the strain increment along 
groove direction in Areas a and b is equal and the 
force normal to groove direction in Areas a and b is 
also equal. The elaborated stress analysis in Areas a 
and b is shown in Fig. 3. 
 

  
Fig. 2 Geometric diagram of modified M−K model [24] 

Set αijkl=σij/σkl, and a
xx , a

xy , b
xx  and a

xy  
are expressed as 
 

2 2
11 2211( sin cos )a a a

xx                      (1) 
 

11 2211( 1)sin cosa a a
xy                      (2) 

 
2 2

11 2211 1211( sin sin 2 cos )b b b b
xx               (3) 

 

11 1211 2211[ cos 2 ( 1)sin cos ]b b b b
xy               (4) 

 
where the subscripts x and y denote the normal and 
tangential directions of the groove, respectively; 
and the superscripts a and b denote Areas a and b, 
respectively [25]. 
 

 

Fig. 3 Stress analysis diagrams for modified M−K model 

in different areas: (a) Area a; (b) Area b 

 
There is a force equilibrium between Areas a 

and b, which can be expressed as 
 

a b
xy xy

a b
xx xx

F F

F F

 



                              (5) 

 
Namely [26], 

 

0 33 0 33

0 33 0 33

exp( ) exp( )

exp( ) exp( )

a a a b b b
xx xx

a a a b b b
xy xy

t t

t t

   

   

 



              (6) 

 
where 0

at  and 0
bt  denote the initial thicknesses of 
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Areas a and b, respectively, and ε33 is through- 
thickness strain. An initial thickness imperfection 
factor f is defined as f= 0

bt / 0
at  [3,24]. 

From Eq. (6), we have  
a b
xx xx
a b
xy xy

 
 

                               (7) 

 
From Eqs. (1)−(7), it can be derived that  

2 2
2211 1211

1211 2211

( sin sin 2 cos )

[ cos 2 ( 1)sin cos ]

b b

b b

    
    

 

 
= 

    

    
2 2

2211

2211

( sin cos )

( 1)sin cos

a

a

  
  




                  (8) 

 
When a small principal strain increment 11d a  

is imposed in Area a, the groove angle increment is 
set to be d, whose relation can be expressed as 
 

11

22

1 d
tan( d ) tan

1 d

a

a


  




 


                   (9) 

 
The relation of strain increments inside and 

outside groove is 
 
d da b

yy yy                               (10) 
 

Set ρijkl=dεij/dεkl, then 
 

2 2
11 2211d d ( cos sin )a a a

yy                   (11) 
 

2 2
11 2211 1211d d ( cos sin 2 sin cos )b b b b

yy          (12) 
 

Generally, the instability occurs when 
d a / d b  is smaller than a critical value, while a 
smaller ratio value has no obvious influence on the 
level of FLC [27]. Hence, it is assumed in this study 
that when the ratio is smaller than 0.1 [26,28], the 
instability occurs. 

The von Mises yield criterion is expressed as 
 

2 2 2 2
11 22 22 11 12( ) ( ) 6 2ijY               (13) 

 
From Drucker postulate, we have 

 

mn
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d d ij

mn
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                        (14) 

 
where dλ is the plastic factor. 

Namely,  
11 22

11
21

d d
2 2 ( )ijY

 
 




                    (15) 

22 11
22
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d d

2 2 ( )ijY

 
 




                    (16) 

12
12

6d 1
d

2 2 2 ( )ijY




                     (17) 

In addition, the hypothesis of incompressibility 
gives 
 
dε11+dε22+dε33=0                        (18)  

During forming, the stress state is plane stress, 
and the corresponding equivalent plastic work 
principle is expressed as 
 

2 2

1 1

d dij ij
i j

   
 

                         (19) 

 
Set φ11= 11/  , β11= 11d / d  . From Eqs. (13), 

(15), (16) and (19), we have 
 

2 2
11 2211 2211 1211(1 3 )                    (20) 

 
11 2211 2211 11(1 ) /                        (21) 

 
11 11 2211 2211 1211 12111 2                    (22) 

 
According to Druckers postulate, the following 

equations can be derived: 
 

2211
2211
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                        (23) 
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Set d / db b b

y yy   , one can have 
 

2 2
11 2211 1211d ( cos sin 2 sin cos )

d

b b b
b
y b

      



 

 = 
 

2 2
2211 1211

11

cos sin 2 sin cosb b

b

     


 
     (25) 

 
Due to the existence of thickness imperfection, 

the strain rate relation between Areas a and b is 
expressed as follows 
 

d

d
b

b a
a


 


                              (26) 

 
The Grosman equation is adopted when 

calculating forming limit, which is expressed as 
follows [7,29]: 
 

exp( )n mK s                           (27) 
 
where K, n, m and s are strength coefficient,   
strain hardening exponent, strain rate sensitivity 
coefficient and softening coefficient, respectively. 

Set 2211,a   which represents different 
linear loading paths. α=0 represents uniaxial tension 
state, and α=1 represents biaxial tension state. 
During calculation, the stress state α and initial 
groove angle 0 are set, and concrete calculation 
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process is shown in Fig. 4. Then, the calculation 
process is repeated by setting different 0 values 
and selects the minimum limit strain as forming 
limit. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Schematic showing calculation process of FLC 

 

3 Result and discussion 
 
3.1 Constitutive model 

LI et al [12] carried out the uniaxial tension 
tests of Ti6Al4V at 923, 973 and 1023 K with strain 
rate range of 0.0005−0.05 s−1. The corresponding 
data with strain smaller than 0.223 (fracture part) 
were selected for prediction in this study for 
convenient data processing and uniformity. It is 
essential to obtain a reliable constitutive model in 
order to obtain reasonable FLC prediction result. 
The true stress−true strain curves are transferred 
into plastic stress−strain curves by Eq. (28), which 
can also be used in finite element simulation 
directly. 

εplastic=εtrue−εelastic                         (28) 
 

Taking logarithm on both sides of Eq. (27) 
gives the following relation: 
 
ln ln ln lnK n m s                      (29) 
 

Under given certain temperature and strain, the 
relation between ln  and ln  is linear and the 
value of m can be obtained by linear fitting. Then 
the parameters K, n and s can be fitted through 
non-linear fitting method in MATLAB with  
Eq. (27) and the corresponding results are shown in 
Table 1. Fitted plastic stress−plastic strain curves 
are then transferred into true stress−true strain 
curves. The comparison between experimental and 
theoretical true stress−true strain curves is shown in 
Fig. 5. Compared with fitting result in Ref. [12], the 
fitting accuracy has been improved significantly. So, 
the Grosman equation used in this work is 
appropriate for FLC prediction. The temperature 
dependent variable m and the strain rate dependent 
variables K, n and s values can be obtained with 
linear interpolation between a number of parameters 
shown in Table 1. 
 

3.2 Influence of initial groove angle on strain 
rate at different linear loading paths  
It can be observed from Fig. 5 that strain 

hardening effect plays a dominant role at first, but 
high temperature softening effect becomes more 
and more important afterwards under the condition 
of 973 K with strain rate of 0.01 s−1. At elevated 
temperature, high temperature softening effect 
makes it difficult to reach a force equilibrium 
between inside and outside groove and then results 
in the non-convergence of the algorithm. However, 
inhomogeneous thickness results in b a   , which 
makes the strain rate hardening effect in Area b be 
more obvious than that in Area a and makes the 
algorithm become convergent. To understand the 
effect of strain rate difference between inside and 
outside groove on the FLC prediction, it is 
necessary to investigate the variation of a  and 

b  during calculation. 
Based on the FLC prediction of Ti6Al4V at 

973 K with strain rate of 0.01 s−1, the influence of 
0 on strain rate ( ,a b   ) is investigated with the 
derived model in this work. 

During calculation, the effective strain 
increment in Area b is constant, namely d b ≡

0.005, so it is reasonable to adopt the effective strain  
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Table 1 Fitted values of K, n, m and s under different conditions 

Temperature/K Strain rate/s−1 K n m s 

923 

0.0005 724.8 0.02088 

0.115899 

−1.168 

0.001 736.6 0.02367 −0.6234 

0.005 912.5 0.08461 −0.6249 

0.01 865.7 0.08371 −0.5832 

0.05 786.8 0.07735 −0.4979 

973 

0.0005 686.4 9.37×10−10 

0.166735 

−1.131 

0.001 740.6 0.000163 −1.039 

0.005 807.4 0.03583 −0.7429 

0.01 789.5 0.03801 −0.5143 

0.05 762.3 0.06225 −0.5127 

1023 

0.0005 675.6 7.05×10−10 

0.2151309 

−1.982 

0.001 723.3 5.33×10−5 −1.567 

0.005 616.9 0.01472 −0.4463 

0.01 672.7 0.004941 −0.5969 

0.05 688.1 0.04941 −0.8043 

 

 

Fig. 5 Comparison between experimental (solid curves) [12] and theoretical (symbols) true stress−true strain curves at 

indicated strain rates and temperatures: (a) 923 K; (b) 973 K; (c) 1023 K 
 
in Area b to represent the calculation process in this 
work. In the derived model, the effective strain rate 
of 0.01 s−1 is applied to Area a, which means a ≡
0.01 s−1. During calculation, when the sheet is 
formed at different linear loading paths, the 
corresponding effective strain rate in Area b with 
various 0 is shown in Fig. 6. It can be observed 
from Fig. 6 that when 0≤α<0.5, the calculated 
forming limit first decreases and then increases with 
increasing0, which is the same as that in Ref. [30]. 
Moreover, 0 contributes a high effect on the 
evolution of effective strain rate during the 
calculation. When 0.5≤α<1, the calculated forming 
limit increases with the increase of 0. Moreover, 
when 0.5≤α<1, the effective strain rate curves with 
different 0 at a certain α become closer to each 

other with the increase of α, which means that 0 
has a smaller effect on the evolution of effective 
strain rate when loading path changes from plain 
strain condition to equi-biaxial tension condition. 
Especially when α=1, the evolution curves of 
effective strain rate with different 0 (Fig. 6(g)) 
become coincident. Figure 7 demonstrates 
corresponding prediction results of forming limit at 
α=1 with different 0 values, which shows that 0 
has no influence on the FLC prediction under 
equi-biaxial tension condition. This phenomenon 
can be explained by Eq. (23) and Eq. (9). From  
Eq. (23), it can be derived that when α=1, ρ2211=1, 
which shows that 1d a = 2d a . From Eq. (9), it can 
be derived that tan(+d)= tan , namely d=0. In 
summary, with the increase of α, the influence of 0 
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Fig. 6 Evolution curves of effective strain rate in Area b at different 0: (a) α=0; (b) α=0.2; (c) α=0.4; (d) α=0.5;       

(e) α=0.7; (f) α=0.9; (g) α=1 
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Fig. 7 Prediction results of forming limit stain at α=1 

with different initial groove angles 0 


on the evolution of effective strain rate becomes 
weaker. Moreover, when α=1, the groove angle 
remains constant and 0 has no effect on the FLC 
prediction. 

In addition, Fig. 6 shows that the effective 
strain rate in Area b and the slope of effective strain 
rate curves in Area b increase during calculation 
due to the interaction of strain rate hardening effect 
and high temperature softening effect. The strain 
hardening effect plays a dominant role with small 

b  values (Fig. 5(b)). As calculation proceeds, high 
temperature softening effect is dominant with 
increasing b values (Fig. 5(b)). However, the 
hardening effect in Area b needs to be more obvious 
than that in Area a in order to satisfy Eq. (5), and 
hardening effect can be improved by increasing 
strain rate, namely strain rate hardening effect, 
which results in the rapid increase of slope of 
effective strain rate. The convergence process of 
prediction algorithm is contributed by the 
interaction of strain hardening effect, high 
temperature softening effect and strain rate 
hardening effect for the FLC prediction at elevated 
temperature. 
 

3.3 Influence of strain rate difference on stress 
evolution 
In order to gain a good understanding of the 

effect of strain rate difference between inside and 
outside groove on the prediction of forming limit, it 
is necessary to study the stress variation in Areas a 
and b during calculation.0=0.5934 rad is selected 
for calculation in this section and the corresponding 
evolution of stress a

xx , b
xx , a  and b  during 

calculation are shown in Fig. 8. It can be found that 
when b >0.08, the stress begins to decrease with 

 

 
Fig. 8 Evolution of a

xx , b
xx , a  and b  during entire calculation when 0=0.5934 rad: (a) 

a
xx  and b

xx  with 

α=0−0.4; (b) a
xx  and b

xx  with α=0.6−1.0; (c) a  and b  with α=0−0.4; (d) a  and b  with α=0.6−1.0 
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the increase of strain, which is consistent with that 
in Fig. 5. 

As shown in Fig. 8, b
xx  is higher than a

xx  
during entire calculation, which is consistent with 
the fundamental of M−K theory. When 0.2≤α and 

b < 0.8, the b
xx  and b  decrease with the 

increase of b . According to Eq. (9), frame xy is 
rotating during calculation and the groove angle 
become larger, which leads to the decrease of b

xx . 
Meanwhile, high temperature softening effect also 
leads to the decrease of b

xx . Therefore, the 
decrease of b

xx  is mainly due to the high 
temperature softening effect and the rotation of 
frame xy. When 0.2≤α and b >0.8, the b

xx  and 
b  begins to increase with the increase of b , 

which is mainly caused by rapid increase of b . As 
shown in Fig. 6, when b >0.8, b  begins to 
increase rapidly, which makes the material in Area 
b become harder (due to the strain rate hardening 
effect) than that in Area a. In addition, the evolution 

of b
xx  and b  with α=0 is different from that 

with 0.2≤α<1. When α=0, the rotation rate of 
groove angle is larger than that when 0.2≤α<1, 
which leads to larger reduction of b

xx . Moreover, 
for α=0, b  starts to increase rapidly when b >1.3 
(Fig. 6(a)), which makes the reduction rate of stress 
slow and the stress increase gradually. Hence, for 
the material with serious softening effect at elevated 
temperatures, the process of force equilibrium is the 
interaction of strain rate hardening effect and high 
temperature softening effect. 
 
3.4 Verification of FLC prediction model at 

elevated temperatures 
The FLCs of Ti6Al4V at 923 and 973 K with a 

strain rate of 0.01 s−1 from experimental work by 
BAI and WU [31] have been predicted by the 
derived M−K model and fitted Grosman equation in 
this study, and corresponding results are compared 
in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 10(a). Both figures show a 

 

 
Fig. 9 Forming limit curves and relative error of Ti6Al4V at 923 K with strain rate of 0.01 s−1: (a) Comparison between 

experimental and predicted FLC; (b) Distribution of relative error 

 

 

Fig. 10 Forming limit curves and relative error of Ti6Al4V at 973 K with strain rate of 0.01 s−1: (a) Comparison 

between experimental and predicted FLC; (b) Distribution of relative error 
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good correspondence between the predicted FLCs 
and experimental results. However, it should be 
noted that when the effective strain is larger than 
0.2, an apparent difference between the predicted 
FLCs and experimental results occurs. This is 
because the stress−strain curves beyond effective 
strain of 0.2 are extrapolated in this study, rather 
than those obtained from experiments. 

In order to quantify the prediction accuracy of 
the developed FLC prediction model, the relative 
error is defined as Eq. (30) with the same minor 
strain. 
 

1p 1e

1e

100%
 





                        (30) 

 
where Δ is the relative error; ε1p is the predicted 
value of FLC; ε1e is the experimental value of FLC. 

The distribution of relative error at 923 K with 
strain rate of 0.01 s−1 is shown in Fig. 9(b). The 
maximum relative error is about −12% when minor 
strain is about 0.2. However, the absolute value of 
relative error is less than 8% on the whole, 
indicating that the introduced method can predict 
the FLC of Ti6Al4V well at 923 K with strain rate 
of 0.01 s−1. 

Figure 10(b) shows the distribution of relative 
error at 973 K with strain rate of 0.01 s−1. The 
maximum relative error is about 8%. However, the 
absolute value of relative error is less than 6% on 
the whole, which shows that the introduced method 
can predict the FLC of Ti6Al4V well at 973 K with 
strain rate of 0.01 s−1. 

In addition, the introduced method has also 
been applied to predicting FLCs of Ti6Al4V at  
973 K with strain rate of 0.05 s−1 from Ref. [12]. 
For consistency, the adopted material parameters 
are the same as those in Ref. [12], and the predicted 
FLCs are compared with experimental results in  
Fig. 11(a). It can be observed that with the model 
introduced in this study, the prediction accuracy of 
FLC can be improved significantly, especially in 
negative minor strain region. 

The distribution of relative error at 973 K with 
strain rate of 0.05 s−1 is shown in Fig. 11(b). The 
maximum absolute value of relative error is 11%. 
However, the absolute value of relative error is less 
than 8% on the whole, which shows that the 
introduced calculation method is also appropriate 
for predicting the FLC of Ti6Al4V at 973 K with 
strain rate of 0.05 s−1. 

 

 

Fig. 11 Forming limit curves and relative error of 

Ti6Al4V at 973 K with strain rate of 0.05 s−1:         

(a) Comparison between experimental and predicted 

FLC; (b) Distribution of relative error 

 

4 Conclusions 
 

(1) When the linear loading path changes from 
uniaxial tension to equi-biaxial tension, the 
influence of the initial groove angle on the 
evolution of strain rate becomes weaker in the M−K 
model. 

(2) For the calculation of forming limit at 
elevated temperatures, the decrease of normal stress 
inside groove is mainly caused by the combined 
effect from high temperature softening effect and 
the rotation of groove, while the increase of normal 
stress inside groove is mainly caused by the strain 
rate hardening effect. 

(3) The FLCs of Ti6Al4V at high temperatures 
and different strain rates can be fairly predicted by 
the established model, with which the absolute 
value of relative error is within 12%. 
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M−K 模型中凹槽内、外应变速率差对 
Ti6Al4V 合金高温成形极限曲线预测的影响 
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摘  要：研究初始凹槽角对 Ti6Al4V 合金凹槽内、外应变速率的影响。基于凹槽内、外应变速率的变化，分析应

变速率差对凹槽内、外正应力和等效应力演变的影响。研究结果表明，在 M−K 模型中，当线性加载路径由单向

拉伸变化到等双拉伸时，初始槽角对应变速率变化的影响减弱。由于凹槽内、外力平衡的约束，在计算过程中应

变速率差使凹槽内的正应力先降低后升高，这使得合金高温下成形极限的预测算法收敛。凹槽内正应力的降低主

要由高温软化效应和凹槽旋转引起，而凹槽内正应力的升高主要由应变速率硬化效应引起。 

关键词：Ti6Al4V 合金；应变率速差；成形极限；M−K 模型；应力演变 
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